
 

Gay The Horseman (Rock Candy Films)

tommy defendi has worked with a number of video companies including rock candy films and lucas entertainment. his first scene was in the horseman and he also
starred in god for us , a priest's confession , and folsom prison . when he was asked to perform in the horseman , director nica noelle was already a fan. as a result,
tommy appeared in three more of her productions, and has also starred in getting the goods and the men . the horseman (rock candy films) jeremy has also acted
in a number of independent films, including the christmas story , the trouble with troy, and the boxer. in addition, jeremy has appeared in a number of independent
gay films, including a holiday for cowboys and the horseman. some of the other films in which boston is featured together with spencer fox include cock suckers (
lucas entertainment ), cabin fever part 1 ( jocks ), and michael lucas auditions volume 46 take it like a man ( lucas entertainment ). duncan black's erotic feature

film career began in the mid 1990s. before that he had worked mainly in gay adult films. he has also appeared on stage, television, and film, including the long hot
summer starring sean michaels. he has also appeared in the testimony and lust in the afternoon with derek james. duncan black also stars in recreational with tyler

nixon, and the mystery of gracie's sex with markus drake. his other rock candy feature is crazy sex with cunt with tyler nixon.
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